Immigrations As A Weapon - 1.5 Million Immigrants Every Year From Third
World Countries To Europe Shall Reduce The Intelligence Of European People.
“That‘s Racism’’ is the most heard argument, when people who oppose the mass migration
to europe are being verbally shut down. But surprisingly, a look into the history of Europe
shows, that very inﬂuental supporters of a multicultural society argumented with a biological
basis to this plan.
The “founding father” of the EU, Richard Nicolaus Graf von Coudenhove-Kalergi
writes in his 1925 published book “Praktischer Idealismus” (“Practical Idealism”), that the
future of europe will be an “eurasian-negroid” mixed race which will be led by a jewish
ruling class. He writes furthermore that it will look like the ancient egypt population and
that the diversity of the people and races will be replaced by a diversity of personalities. His
views on the jews were, as he said, that they shall be the ruling elite. A less well known man,
who also admired these plans was the US-american anthropologist Earnest Hooton. In an
article, which was published in 1943 he suggested to reduce the number of newborn german children, while at the same time settle millions of immigrants in germany.
Esprecially foreign man. To avoid greater resistance to these plans he suggested to make
this population change slowly, so that the people would not notice their annihilation.
The ideas of forcing the intermixing of races are not dead. The US-american military strategist Thomas Barnett writes in his books “The Pentagons New Map” and “Blueprint for
Action” that the goal of US-foreign politics is the destruction of every national state of the
world. His thoughts on europe are, that he wants a mixed brownish race in the former white
countries. To reach this goal he suggests to ﬂood europe every year with 1.5 million
immigrants from the third world. The result of this intermixing is clear - it would lead
to a race with an IQ of an average of 90. Intelligent enough to work - too stupid to
comprehend, what is really happening. The same plans are in action in all white countries
over the world.
YouTube.com: Sarkozy Hooton (French President Sarkozy conﬁrming the plans). Stop
White Genocide: stormfront.org, whitegenocideproject.com and johndenugent.com.
Read www.archive.org:
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